VOCABULARY FROM NOT WITHOUT MY DAUGHTER
by BETTY MAHMOODY with WILLIAM HOFFER
(in order of appearance)

Chapter 1: haphazardly, paunch, lineage, implicit, appellation, edict, venerate, delve, perceptibly, paradoxical, zest, tarmac, stench, exacerbated, billowed, repelled, reverential, matriarchal, multitude, venerable, surreptitiously, frenetically, interminable, queue, profusely, omnipresent, dour, festooning, clamorous, sentinel, careened, affluent, bidet, reeked, wafted, intoned, rebuke, proffering, acrid, saffron, in tandem, indiscriminately, cacophony, unwittingly, copious, genteel, squabbles, deleterious, imponderable.

Chapter 2: trough, edification, reverted, gaffe, unleavened, droves, adept, cumbersome, don (v.), retch, concede, inevitably, faction, rhetoric, enigma, permeated, cognizant, tumult, facet, surreptitiously, wafted, colander, incessantly, rancid, palate, pungent, hordes, haphazard, dubious, scrutinized, indiscriminately, ominous, propriety, elite, paragon, alleviate, oblivious, squalor, contemptuous, zealous, moot, solicitous, aberration, gnome, disquieting, flanked, hierarchy, deferred, tirade, insolent, subservience, didactic, sect, contention, discordant, contending, coerced, exemplified, haughty, antiquated, anteroom, contraband, iota, repression, opulence, marauding, squalor, multitudes, run amok, loathed, pensive, venom, plummeted, goaded, loathed, clandestine, conspiring, condescension, devoid, demeanor, insolence, gloating, impotent, wavering, exemplified, piously, blasphemy, palpable, futile, profusely.

Chapter 3: berated, culminated, reveled, debilitating, modalities, imbuing, peeve, pronounced (adj.), disparity, indigents, hordes, assimilating, expatriate, onslaught, acumen, affluence, penchant, revered, stellar, ornate, garnered, laden, unobtrusively, tenet, precedence, sect, fanatical, contrived, fend off, balked, stigma, plight.

Chapter 4: voluminous, contemnent, cox, wary, edification, drone incantation, counsel, transgress, cognizant, fanaticism, chattel, demeanor, recourse, capricious, sullen, sporadic, squalor, dubious, contempt, largess, gibberish, melancholy, ply (v.), decreed, stupor, trepidation, aligned, tattle, solicitous, solace, disgruntlement, traiipsed, tourniquet, careening, warily, incredulously, outlandish, undeterred, fortuitous, tempered, booty, melancholy, garb, encumbered, wrath, contaminant, squabble, quash, grimace, remorse, sulked, unfathomable, askew, ubiquitous, hubbub, ferocity, tumultuous, blasphemously, fanatical, patriarchy, plight, wallowing, mall over, enervated, tenuous, incessant.

Chapter 5: ominous, unabashed, goading, sadistic, unison, fanatical, abate, maniacal, crescendo, debilitating, melancholy, paraphernalia, ablutions, buffeted, ornate, dirge, crone, fiasco, ferocity, tirade, demeanor, wrath, unison, intruded, adamant, avail, façade, vigilant, muddled, acclimate, revulsion, curtail, surveillance, frock, venom, ire, squalor, staunchly, perilous, meager, tarrying.

Chapter 6: taint, pomegranate, rampant, don (v.), interminable, brusquely, acquiesced, pungent, itinerant, congealed, denote, haphazard, conscientious, meticulously, vermin, fretting, henna, epithets, waned, careening, intrusive, adamant, disdain, atrocious, palatability, whiled, bludgeoning, surveillance, trekked, demeanor, goaded, sullen, ominous, hoard, inscrutable, ponderous, albeit, apprised, copious, profusely, hearth, haunches, globule, inordinately, interminable, belligerent, distraught, unbeknownst, arrears, lucrative, surreptitiously, beset, impotence, smirking, demoniac, methodical, incredulously, plaint.

Chapter 7: sullen, whim, resolute, placating, innocuous, ventured, fathom (v.), horde, bristle, potentate, hierarchy, shirk, ad infinitum, didactic, devoir, disgruntled, ingratiating, apprehensively, gallant, rote,
unison, cubicle, emitted, scorned, relented, conceded, adamant, intransigent, parlayed, devout, grating (adj.), lax, tenaciously, devious, concoct, counsel, wary, malleable, ablutions, wafted, rote, leeway, inflection, musing, meek, avail, harangue, wrath, degradation, cavalier, demoted, zeal, disgruntled.

**Chapter 8**: gibberish, protruding, warily, lurking, exhilarating, buoyed, ply (v.), hubbub, unwitting, homage, enamored, wary, devious, writhed, intoned, sustenance, patent (adj.), enervated, spry, limbo, consternation, peril, surreptitious, wrath, embossed, heralded, extricating, pervasive, incessant, vehemence, epithet, unison, zealous, arbitrator, unbeknownst, lineage, contingencies, discreet.

**Chapter 9**: deference, underscoring, assimilate, poigniant, plight, callous, adamant, ecstatic, elated, wary, feigning, recoiled, multitude, assailed, paradoxically, diatribe.

**Chapter 10**: tenet, ponderous, belabored, redundant, didactic, implicit, reticent, elude, resolute, tantrum, acclimate, unison, degraded, piqued, accord, discern, balked, tuck (as in “to take a tuck”), venom, semblance, broach, venerated, tentative, vacillated, wrath, wary, nebulous, concocted, eerie, respite, muted, pangs, audibly, feasible, eerily, aplomb, rhetoric, duplicity, clandestine, wreak, vengeance, cache, palatable, revulsion, din, loathed, inevitable, bravado, sham, interminable, anguish, nebulous, patriarch, impotent.

**Chapter 11**: hierarchy, scrutinizing, deter, patriarch, matriarch, drab, assail, epithet, intrude, drone, waft, anesthesia, covet, tenuous, bolster, opulent, gargantuan, vantage, fortuitous, complacency, wane, pensive, countenance, devious, coercion, musingly, imperceptibly, elated, fanatical, guileless, discretion, vigilant, implicitly, stratagem, clandestine, ostensibly, repressive, elation, dire, propagated, disposition, precarious.

**Chapter 12**: inadvertently, pang, brandishing, embroyed, quandary, ire, myriad, relented, tentative, adamant, forestall, unventable, revulsion, din, curry (n.), status quo, treachery, acclaim, imperceptible, elated, waned, tinge, belligerent, peril, quavering, menace, tenaciously.

**Chapter 13**: venomously, wrath, oblivious, eerily, haphazardly, circuitous, besieged, flailing, impede, bristled, sullen, countenance, embroyed, fret (v.), demeanor, impertinence, cavalier, albeit, interjected, tirade, reconcile.

**Chapter 14**: somber, conspiratorial, feign, wary, impotent, solace, futility, tufts, muted, complacent, clambering, oblivious, demeanor, wariness, unabated, plight, dejectedly, “aid and abet,” damnable, quandary, squelch, abide, “rant and rave.”

**Chapter 15**: encompassed, muster (v.) gnaw, correlate, affluence, eke, dismal, revere, lucrative, exorbitant, elite, affluent, mundane, drudgery, expatriates, equilibrium, garner, lavish (v.), adulation, gloss (v.), relent, grating (adj.), manifest, equilibrium, elusive, pronouncement, animated, piety, teetotaler, indelible, folly, ous, “cast aspersions,” degenerate, dwindle, hover, paternity, donne, earnest, garb, recurrent, discernible, exhilarated, infantile, fleeting, brandishing, subordinate, lavished. baklava, intone, carcase, rhetoric, aloof, gaggle, vantage, zeal, extricate, vacillate, elation, emasculate, tirade, sham, sever, tumultuous, respite, use (v.).

**Chapter 16**: immerse, pessimism, emit, muted (adj.), plight, wrath, unruly, laden, sullen, parrying, whim, wrath, retch, wisp, wince, appariation, conjure, muddled, muted, wary, lethargy, plucky, donne, subjugation, supplicant, intonations, façade, compliance, tersely, clandestine, perceptible, demeanor, aloof, lethargy, interminable, stash (v.) solace, ponderous, contingencies, peruse, tenet, reverently, quivering.

**Chapter 17**: ecstatic, wary, scrawny, decode, unshakable, tread (n.), latter, careen, assimilate, despondent, acclimate, tenuous, ominous, wary, shepherd (v.), garb, coifed, flaunted, cymbals, emblazoned, clad, raucous, intone, myriad, cloistered, excruciatingly, feign, loathe, adamant, carcass, chrysanthemum, morose, fervently, debilitating, zeal, minarets, gilded, penitents, piety, metamorphosis.
supplication, chagrin, wary, wrath, millennia, contraceptive, hustled (v.), righteousness, laxity, paragon, ally, dauntless, suppress, traipse, dilapidated, squalor, norm, noose, bristling, venerable, confectionery, contingent, errant, stammer, mollify, chastise, paternal, ominous, eerie, concussion, impotently, populace, casualty, assuage, peril, insatiable, skeptical, leer, implore, equilibrium, tentatively, broach (v.), despondent, contingency.

Chapter 18: temper (v.), regime, abut, reconciliation, impeccable, exorbitant, elated, incensed, epithet, rant (v.), squalor, vicissitudes, elite, encumbered, pungent, consternation, groin, revulsion, treachery, sever, discretion, berate, perceptible, aloof, suppress, flagellation, cadence, rhetoric, abide, vociferous, lucid, tacit, havoc, complacency, unequivocal.

Chapter 19: benefactor, preamble, temper (v.), pang.

Chapter 20: warily, crone, cumbersome, circumspect, rapture, charade, foray, chagrin, morose, intrude, surveillance, lethargy, intrigue (n.), precarious, plausible, consternation, resolute.

Chapter 21: berate, relegate, panorama, tranquility, serene, muted (adj.), colostomy, topsy-turvy, provocation, rebuff, solace, pulsation, somber, garb, suffen, genteeel, affinity, wary, appease, condescension, sinister, rancid, inedible, waft, garish, brocade, voluminous, ominous, solicitous, varily, serpent, sentinel, audible, circumvent, resolute, mongrel, scantily, hustle (n.), ethereal, unintelligible, renegade, pawn, afflatus, eerie, tenaciously, treacherous, oblivion, clime, covet, inevitably, concoct, precipitous, spunky, gingerly, intrude, reclamation, berate, discern, ramshackle, muster (v.), plight, litany, ravenously, fitfully, stupor, acrid, lope, pang, albeit, clamber, careen, precarious, mire, ploy, exorbitant, emanate.

Postscript: muster (v.), furor, resiliency, lash, vengeance, innumerable, legion, suffice, interval.